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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Political leadership has made a comeback. It was studied intensively not
only by political scientists but also by political sociologists and psychologists, Sovietologists,
political anthropologists, and by scholars in comparative and development studies from the 1940s
to the 1970s. Thereafter, the field lost its way with the rise of structuralism, neo-institutionalism, and
rational choice approaches to the study of politics, government, and governance. Recently,
however, students of politics have returned to studying the role of individual leaders and the
exercise of leadership to explain political outcomes. The list of topics is nigh endless: elections,
conflict management, public policy, government popularity, development, governance networks,
and regional integration. In the media age, leaders are presented and stage-managed-spun-DDLas
the solution to almost every social problem. Through the mass media and the Internet, citizens and
professional observers follow the rise, impact, and fall of senior political officeholders at closer
quarters than ever before. This Handbook encapsulates the resurgence by asking, where are we
today? It orders the multidisciplinary field by identifying the distinct and distinctive contributions of
the disciplines. It meets the urgent need to take stock. It...
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Reviews
This composed book is fantastic. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually
have read during my own existence and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Pr of. Elody D'Amor e
It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Ma nte
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